




The Slumberous Antiquity In Us
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* "Moonblind Men" - 53cm
* "Sunken Chest" - 47cm
* "Somewhere In Our Seabed" - 47cm
* "Predominately Wise" - 42cm
* "Only Now" - 33cm
* "Hollywood Lights" - 28.5cm
* "Pleading For Connection" - 28cm
* "Feeling Always" - 28cm
* "From Our Source" - 23.5cm
* "What Blocks" - 23.5cm
* “Silent Guide” - 21.5cm
* "When I'm Quiet" - 23.5cm
* "Putrified Inside Me" - 23.5cm
* "And The Shell" - 28cm
* "Terrapin's Pace" - 28.5cm
* "Bravery To Embrace" - 29cm
* "The Slumberous Antiquity In Us" - 34.5cm
* "May God Compel The God" - 42cm 
* "To Courageously Awaken" 4tcm
* "Blessed Inheritance" - 49cm
* "Restfully Nesting" - 53cm

2014 
Enamel on Birch

21 paintings
21cm - 53cm

This series was conceived and created 
as twenty one individual paintings, 

together making one poem.  Each of the 
twenty one paintings is available for 

purchase.

Prices Available Upon Request
daniel@danielpatrick.org
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The Slumberous Antiquity In Us
A Poem in 21 Paintings 

 Daniel Patrick Helmstetter

“The Slumberous Antiquity in Us” is 
a body of work exploring what is old 

inside.  On a macro level, it 
ponders the absurdity of living in 

the year Two Thousand and 
Fourteen when humans have been 

on Earth for hundreds of thousands 
of years. What have we forgotten?  
What interests does it serve to fuel 

this disconnection?  On a micro 
level, the series explores what it’s 

like to work through old wounds 
that create patterns of subtle 

underlying influence on our 
behavior.  What is it like to address 

our old inner junk?



“It’s somewhere between a prayer 
against patriarchal white violence 
and a meditation on my mother 
issues.  It’s about a feeling that the 
mother is missing but present.  It’s 
about the suppression of story, 
legacy, worth and power, both 
internal and out.   It suggests that 
our fear of addressing our internal 
abuse allows for perpetual 
systematic abuse.”
 


